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DOMAINS IN RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS AND
INVERSE SPECTRAL GEOMETRY

HAROLD DONNELLY AND JEFFREY LEE

The asymptotic formula of Weyl, (λk)
n/2 ~ c(n)k/γol(D), shows

that the volume of a bounded domain D in an n dimensional Rie-
mannian manifold is determined by the Dirichlet spectrum, {λk},
of the domain. Also, the asymptotic expansion for the trace of the
Dirichlet heat kernel of a smooth bounded domain shows that the
volume of the boundary is determined by the spectrum of the domain.
However, these asymptotic expressions do not tell us, in themselves,
how many eigenvalues one needs in order to approximate the volume of
the domain or its boundary to within a prescribed error. We give sev-
eral results which answer this question, for certain types of domains,
in terms of the geometry of the ambient manifold. Some knowledge
of the domain is needed. In particular, the distance from the bound-
ary to the boundary's cut locus in the ambient manifold is relevant.
Thus, we also prove a purely differential geometric structure theorem
relating the distance from the boundary of the domain to the interior
part of its cut locus, to the principal curvatures of the boundary.

1. Introduction. We consider the Laplace operator Δ defined on
a smooth relatively compact domain D in a Riemannian manifold
Mn . By domain we will always mean connected open set. Let {-A/}
be the set of eigenvalues or spectrum of Δ with Dirichlet boundary
conditions indexed in increasing order and including multiplicity:

0 < λ i <λ2 <λ3 < ••• TOO.

The spectrum of D determines certain aspects of the geometry of D.
For instance WeyΓs formula:

shows that the spectrum determines the volume of D. More informa-
tion is given by the asymptotic formula for trace(e'Δ), for sufficiently
small t,

(4^7 { ^ O(ή .

In particular, vol(dD) is determined by the spectrum of Δ.
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An important point is that these asymptotic expressions, in them-
selves, do not tell us how many eigenvalues one would need to estimate
the given geometric quantity (e.g. volume) to within a prescribed error.
This provides motivation for much of what we do here. One would
like to be able to estimate geometric invariants without assuming too
much a priori knowledge of the geometry of D. For example, it would
be unfortunate if in order to tell how large to take k in WeyΓs for-
mula to know the volume to within some ε > 0, we needed to know
the volume itself. Along these lines, there is the following result [T]
of Li and Yau for convex domains in Rn .

THEOREM 1.1 (Li and Yau), Let D be a convex domain in Rn.
Given ε > 0 there exists an NQ depending only on e, n, λ\ and
Jt{βλ\) such that for k > No

cn < εk2/" (γol(D))2/"

where β > 8π~2n(n + 4) and Jt(βλλ) = max{; : λj < βλ\}.

Notice that Jt(λ\β) is determined by a finite part of the spectrum.
It is worth pointing out that Jί{λ\β) really occurs in the proof as part
of an upper bound for the out-radius:

The derivation of this estimate uses properties of Euclidean space that
fail in spaces of negative curvature. One can, however, give a result
analogous to the above theorem for geodesically convex domains in
hyperbolic space if one is willing to replace Jί(λ\β) by some assumed
crude upper bound on the out-radius [L].

We employ heat kernel remainder estimates to extend Theorem 1.1
for domains in manifolds of variable curvature. The authors of the
present paper have obtained some results of this type [D-L]. In [D-L],
as in [L] and Theorems 2.3 and 2.13 below, one must in general assume
an a priori estimate on the out-radius as part of the data. In case the
ambient manifold is compact this is not so much to ask since it is more
acceptable to assume something about the ambient manifold and we
can replace the out-radius bound by a bound on the diameter of the
ambient manifold. The assumed out-radius bound provides an upper
bound for the surface area and volume which is needed to obtain the
results in [D-L]. In [D-L] the authors give a way of estimating \o\D
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up to arbitrary accuracy from a finite part of the spectrum of Δ on
D. As in Theorem 1.1 above, D is required to satisfy an appropriate
convexity condition. Whereas the results of [D-L] deal only with the
volume of the domain, in the present paper we obtain analogous results
for the volume of the boundary. In particular, Theorem 2.13 below
shows that one can estimate voldD up to arbitrary accuracy from a
finite part of the Dirichlet spectrum of Δ on D. However in Theorem
2.13 we do not need convexity. This is true for most results of §2. In
[D-L] we must assume some knowledge of both D and the geometry
of the ambient manifold M. The situation for Theorem 2.13 below
is similar, and in particular, we need a lower bound for the distance
from dD to its cut-locus. In other words, we need to add to our
data a lower bound for CQD , where CQD > 0 is the supremum of all
numbers such that the normal exponential map e x p ^ : v(dD) —• M
is a diffeomorphism on Γ = {y e v{βD) \\v\< CQB\ . Once a positive
lower bound for CQD is allowed as data, the out-radius estimate can
be eliminated. This is shown in Theorems 2.16 and 2.17 below. In
fact, we will show in Theorem 2.15 that, in this case, an upper bound
for the surface area and volume of D can be determined from a finite
part of the spectrum of D. In Theorem 2.14 an upper bound for the
out-radius itself is given.

Finally, it is desirable to have a way of obtaining the bounds on
CQD in terms of boundary curvature and the geometry of M. This
is also motivated by the fact that it is boundary curvature that plays
a role in the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel for D. The
estimation of the distance to the part of the cut locus of dD interior
to D is of interest in itself and is the subject of the last half of the
present paper. The following fact also provides motivation for the
results of §3. Let D be a convex domain in W1 with dD having
principal curvatures bounded above by ^ . If x € dD then there
is a ball of radius R tangent to x and contained in D. This is a
classical result of Blaschke [Bl]. We can view Blaschke's theorem in
terms of the minimum distance from dD to its interior cut locus. In
these terms the result says that for convex domains in W1 a positive
lower bound for this distance can be given once we have appropriate
bounds on the curvature of the boundary dD. That things are not
so simple for boundary convex domains in a general manifold is clear
once we consider the domain on an infinite cylinder Sx x Rx bounded
by two geodesic circles a distance δ apart. Although the curvature of
the boundary of such a domain is zero, we cannot guarantee that it
will contain a ball of a given size. There even exist counterexamples
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in spaces of negative curvature where the domain is contractable. The
final section of this paper gives results that show how far the result of
Blaschke quoted above can be generalized to domains in manifolds.
That there must be exceptional cases is made clear by the example
of a ring on a cylinder given above. For domains in manifolds with
nonnegative sectional curvature the exceptional cases are shown to
have a simple structure not unlike the ring example given here.

Some of the results of this paper and those of [D-L] require that
some kind of convexity condition on D holds. We give the relevant
definitions. Given a submanifold N of codimension 1 in M, the
shape operator with respect to a (local) unit normal field v on TV is
defined by

S?(U) ΞΞ

for u G TN. We need only have v smoothly defined along a curve
with tangent u. We will be concerned mainly with the case for which
N is dD or an inner parallel set for a portion of dD. Let vm denote
the inward normal field to dD.

DEFINITION. We will call a domain D in a Riemannian manifold

boundary-convex if -(S^D(u), u) > 0 for all u e TdD. We write

0 < -S®D to express this?
in

We use this terminology to distinguish this type of convexity from
the idea of geodesically convex.

DEFINITION. A domain D in a Riemannian manifold is called
geodesically convex if every two of its points are connected by a min-
imizing geodesic contained completely within D. If the minimizing
geodesic is unique we call the set strongly convex.

DEFINITION. D is weakly convex (in the sense of [D-L]) if whenever
two points in dD are connected by a unique minimizing geodesic
segment then that segment is contained in the closure of D.

For domains with smooth boundary it is true that all strongly convex
domains are geodesically convex, all geodesically convex domains are
weakly convex, and all weakly convex domains are boundary convex.

2. Eigenvalues, the heat kernel, and geometry. If M is noncompact,
then assume D c B(p, R), a geodesic ball of fixed radius i?. For
convenience of notation, set R = diam M + 1, when M is compact.
Thus R is an upper bound for the out-radius of D. Finally, we
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assume that we are given a number ρ such that e x p ^ : u(dD) -> M
is a diffeomorphism in a tube Γ = {v e v(dD) \\v\ < ρ}. This means
that ρ is a lower bound for C^D .

Let ρ\ be such that (r, /?) H-> e x p ^ rz/in(/?) is a diffeomorphism on
(0, ρ\) x <9Z>. Thus ρ\ gives the size of an inner tube. Similarly let
ρι give the width of an outer tube. For weakly convex domains such a
£2 can be determined solely from the geometry of M. This is shown
in [D-L]. We may as well assume that ρ = min{ρi, #2} I*1 all that
follows we will assume that M has positive injectivity radius IM . It
should also be noted that when IM appears below it may be replaced
by simply a positive lower bound for iM.

REMARK. Most of the results in this section involve ρ\ as given
in the hypotheses. However, for suitably convex domains in mani-
folds of nonnegative curvature, ρ\ can be estimated in terms of the
geometry of the ambient manifold and an upper bound on the prin-
cipal curvatures of the boundary of the domain. This is done in §3.
For this reason each of the main results of this section gives rise to
a corresponding result for convex domains where the reference to £1
is dropped from the hypothesis while assumptions on the boundary
curvature are included. Actually, for a certain class of exceptional
domains, which we identify in §3, we also need to know λ\ to get the
needed estimate on ρ\. This is clearly not a drawback when applied
to the results of this section since we use a finite number of eigenval-
ues anyway. The way in which λ\ comes in to play is explained near
the end of §3.

LEMMA 2.1. (i) Let D c M have a proper inner tube of width ρ\
as described above. Then we have h < S^ where h depends only on
n, ρ\, iu> and a lower bound -a for the sectional curvature of M.
We also have h < trace S$D where h depends only on n, ρ\> ΪM > and

in

a lower bound -{n - I)a for the Ricci curvature ofM.
(ii) Let D c M have a proper outer tube of width ρι as described

above. Then we have H > Sζ^ where H depends only on n, ρi, ΪM >
and a lower bound -a for the sectional curvature of M. We also have
Ή > traceSζD where Ή depends only on n, ρι, IM> and a lower

in

bound —(n — l)a for the Ricci curvature of M.

Proof, (i) First assume ρ\ < IM - There is a ball B of radius ρ\/2
contained inside D with center a distance ρ\/2 from a given point
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p EdD. Now, dB is smooth at p and tangent to 3D at p and thus

where Vm is the inward normal for dB. If -<z is a lower bound for
the sectional curvature then by comparing with a ball of radius ρ\/2
in a hyperbolic space of constant curvature -a (or a Euclidean space
if a = 0) we have

h<S°
i

°*
where h depends on Q\,n, and a. If we are only given a lower
bound on the Ricci curvature we can only conclude that

h < trace $
in

The first result follows. For the general case we just replace ρ\ by
min{ρ l 5 iM].

(ii) The proof of (ii) is analogous.

LEMMA 2.2. Let D be a domain with smooth boundary in M.

(i) Let -a(n - 1) be a lower bound on the Ricci curvature of M
where a > 0. Then vo\D < c\ where c\ depends only on n, a, and
R.

(ii) Let -a be a lower bound on the sectional curvature of M and
b an upper bound for the sectional curvature of M, where a, b > 0.
Then voldD < cι where C2 depends only on n, R, a, b, IM> and
either Q\ or £2-

Proof. The proof of (i) is immediate since volZ) < vo\B{p, R + 1)
< γolB-a(R + 1 ) , where B-a(R + 1 ) is a ball of radius R + 1 in
the simply connected hyperbolic space of constant curvature -a if
-a < 0, and in Rn if a = 0. This last inequality is Bishop's volume
comparison for balls.

For the proof of (ii) we first consider the case where we are given
Qι. Let Γi denote the inner proper tube of width £1 on which exp^D

is a diffeomorphism. By the comparison theory of [H-K] or [W] we
can find a c depending only on n, ρi, b, and a lower bound for
S™ such that

vol(dD) <c volΠ.

But by Lemma 2.1 (i) we can take c to depend only on n, ρi, ΪM ,
b, and <z. Now volΓ! < volB(p, R + 1) for some p e D and
vo\B{p, R+l) <γo\B-a(R+l) where J?_fl(JR+l) is a ball of radius
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R + 1 in the simply connected hyperbolic space of constant curvature
-a if — α < 0 and in Rn if a = 0. The result in the case where
we are given ρ\ follows. The case where we are given Q2 is proved
similarly using an outer tube and Lemma 2.1(ii).

THEOREM 2.3. Let M be a {possibly noncompact) complete Rie-
mannian manifold with sectional curvature K and positive injectivity
radius IM Let D be a bounded domain with smooth compact bound-
ary. Suppose also that -a < K < b, where a, b > 0. Then given
0 < δ < 1 there is a number N(δ) such that

(4πδ)n/2

N{δ)

<cδx'\

where N{δ) and c depend only on n, Q2, a, b, IM, and R.

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.5 of [D-L] . This reads

(2.4) |(4τrOn / 2Tr ED{t) - v o l D

ooα 2

ea*se-«*s 'atds\γo\{dD)C
+ a4{a + b)tYΌl{D) + dtYθ\{D)tnl2,

where EQ is the heat kernel for D with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions. Also, α i , c*2, ô 3 and α 4 are universal constants and d de-
pends only on b and the injectivity radius IM of M and C depends
on a and some upper bound for the mean curvature trace S%D. But,
by Lemma 2.1(ii), this upper bound can be given in terms of n,
a, Q2, and IM. By Lemma 2.2 we see that the right-hand side of
(2.4) is less than C^t1/2 for 0 < t < 1, where C3 depends only on
n, a, b, IM , Qi, and R. Now, by a well known result [D-Li], there
exist constants m and C5 so that λi(D) > C5i

2/n for / > m and
where m and C5 depend only on n, α, 6, IM , and i?.

Now choose N{δ) > m so that

00 00

i=N(δ)+l i=N(δ)+l
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Then we have

N(δ)

ι=l

< Cβδ
ι/2 + (4πδ)n'2 Tr ED(δ) - vol(D)

Theorem 2.3 above should be compared to Theorem 4.3 of [D-L].
The difference is that in Theorem 2.3 we do not need to have D
weakly convex and we need only the injectivity radius as opposed to
the convexity radius of M. However, we do need to know the bound
Q2 which was not needed in [D-L].

Next we study the role of the boundary. In all statements below, a
denote constants depending upon just R, ρ , and the geometry of M
unless otherwise stated. By the geometry of M we mean dim M = n,
an upper bound b and a lower bound -<z on the sectional curvature of
M, and a lower bound on its injectivity radius. Here we take a, b >
0. We may suppose that ρ < 1 and that ρ is less than the injectivity
radius of B(p, R + 2). Let A be a domain with smooth boundary
satisfying B(p, R + 2) C A c B(p ,R + 3). Consider a point x eD oϊ
distance d{x) < ρ/2 from 3D. The point, in dD, which is closest
to x will be denoted as y. There are balls B and i?i, each of radius
ρ/2, which are respectively internally and externally tangent, at y,
to dD. Let C = A - # i . We have that B cD cC. Consequently,
DuhameΓs principle gives the monotonicity of heat kernels:

(2.5) EB(x, < ED(x, < Ec(x,x9t).

It follows from the standard parametrix construction [M-S, R-S] of
the heat kernel, carried out in harmonic coordinates, that

(2.6) max[\EB(x, x, t) - (4πO~n/2(l -

\Ec(x,x,ί)-('

< c4e-d2(-χV4trn/2+1/2 + c5r
n/2+1 -

Combining (2.5)and (2.6), we get, for d{x) < ρ/2,

(2.7) , x, ί) - (4πO~w / 2(l -
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If d(x) > ρ/2, then from [D-L], one has

(2.8) \ED{x, x, 0 - (4πt)-n'2\ < c7Γ
n'2+ι + ctf.

It is now easy to derive a remainder estimate for ED. If Λf = Rn ,
this was proved earlier by van den Berg [B]. One has

THEOREM 2.9.

Tr ED(t) -
vol<9D

4(4πί) ( Λ " 1 ) / 2

Proof. One computes the trace of the heat kernel by integrating its
restriction to the diagonal:

Tr ED(t)= ί ED(x,x,t)dx.
JD

Let W denote the set where d{x) < ρ/2. Then

(2.10) Tr ED{t) = ί ED(x,x, t)dx+ f ED(x, x, ήdx.
Jw JD-W

Using (2.8) and Lemma 2.2, we may write

f
JW

f ED(x9x9ή- (4πή-n/2vol(D - W)
JD-W

n/2 f

(2.11)

Similarly from (2.7) and Lemma 2.2,

w

Comparison theory, for Jacobi fields along dD, [H-K], and the upper
bound of vol(dD), were employed in the most recent estimate.

Invoking comparison principles again, along with the elementary

formula, [S], /0°° e's ds = φz/2, gives

(2.12) ED(x , vol W

Theorem 2.9 follows by combining (2.10), (2.11), and (2.12).

One may apply Theorem 2.9 to inverse spectral theory. In Theorem
2.3 we determined volD up to arbitrary accuracy from a finite part
of the spectrum of Δ. It is now possible to derive a similar result for
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voldD:

THEOREM 2.13. Let D be a bounded domain with smooth boundary
in M. Let -a be a lower bound on the sectional curvature of M and
b an upper bound for the sectional curvature of M, where a, b > 0.
For any given ε > 0, there exists a constant cχ9, depending upon ε, so
that: vol(dD) is determined, up to error of order ε, by those λi with
i < C\9. The number C\g depends only on ε, a,b, IM, R> and ρ .

Proof, From Theorem 2.9, we may choose δ suitably small, so that

2 YolD

(πδ)1/2

Fix such a choice of δ.

Tr ED{δ) - ( ™L"+voldD <c2Oδι/2<ε/3.

By Theorem 2.3, knowledge of the λ, , for / < c2\, determines
volD up to error %{πδ)*εβ. Let γo\εD be such an approximate
value for volD. Then

δ)*τ Tr ED(δ) - 2

( π ^ f + yoldD <2e/3.

Recall that Tr ED{δ) = E/^i ^~JA' A s shown in the proof of
Theorem 2.3, we can choose c22 so that

Combining these ingredients gives for c\g > max(c2i, C22)'

Since vol εi) is determined by the first C21 eigenvalues, the proof of
Theorem 2.13 is complete.

We may estimate the out-radius for geodesically convex domains.
Let Jt(-) be the eigenvalue counting function as in Theorem 1.1.

THEOREM 2.14. Let D c M be a geodesically convex domain with
smooth boundary. Assume that the Ricci curvature of M satisfies
-a{n - l)\X\2 < Ric(X, X), a > 0, for all X e TM. Let ρx be
given as above. Then

where β(n9 a, ρ\) depends only on at ρ\, and d i m M = n.
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Proof. Let Bo be a ball of radius ρ\ with center p0, for p0 e D.
We take p0 to be a distance ρ\ from <9Z> and then it is not hard to see
from the definition of ρλ that Bo c D. Let q be the furthest point
from po in D. We have that 7?Out < dist(/?o> <?), where dist denotes
the geodesic distance. Let γ: [0, 1] —• Z) be a minimizing geodesic
from /?o = y(0) to # = y(l). Let A: > 0 be the largest integer such
that there exist t0, t\, . . . , tk with 0 = t0 < t\ < ί2 < < tk < 1
and with dist(y(ί/), γ{tM)) = 4ρ{.

We have

k > Γdist(j70?g)1 > Rout __ χ

Now if dist(y(ί, ), dD) > ρx then let Bt = B(γ{U)9ρ{). If
dist(y(ί| ), dD) < ρ\, let X/ be the closest point of dD to y{t{) and let
Bi be the ball of radius ρ\ centered at e x p ^ βi^in(^ί) We have that
γ[ti) = e x p ^ ru{n(Xi) for some 0 < r < ρ\ and hence the distance
from γ(ti) to the center of Bi is less than ρ\. The triangle inequality
gives that Bt nBj = 0 for i φ j . Also Bt c D for 0 < / < k.

Let H% be the simply connected space of constant curvature -a <
0 and dimension n, let B-a{r) be a geodesic ball of radius r in that
space, and λ\(B-a(r)) its first Dirichlet eigenvalue. Choose

β(n,a9ρι)>λι(B-a(Qi)).

Note that β{n, a, ρ\) may be chosen explicitly by using the upper
bounds for λι(B-a(r)) given for example in [Ga]. In particular if
a = 0 we may let β = n(n + 4)j2ρ\ as in [T]. We now show that
k < ̂ {β{n, a, ρ\)). The Poincare minimum principle asserts that

JD J

where the infimum is taken over all / e HQ such that / is L2-
orthogonal to the eigenfunctions corresponding to λ\, . . . , λ^i. Let
fι be the first eigenfunction of 2?/. We can choose constants α, so
that ΣdiP satisfies the orthogonality conditions needed for the min-
imum principle. Then we have

IB \\
< sup ' 2 < sup λxiBi) <

i JB\J >
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where we have used Cheng's eigenvalue comparison [C]. Thus, by the

definition of Λf, we have k < Jί{β{n, a, ρ{)). Hence, ^ - 1 <

Jί{β{n, α, ρ\)) which implies the result.

The following theorem should be compared to Lemma 2.2. Both
results give upper bounds for voldD and volZ). We point out some
of the differences. First, the constants of Lemma 2.2 depend on R,
and ρ\ or ρι while in Theorem 2.15 we need only ρ\. Secondly, we
point out that the upper bounds below involve the counting function
Jt and thus a finite part of the spectrum becomes involved.

THEOREM 2.15. Let D be a domain with compact smooth boundary
in a complete Riemannίan manifold M. Assume that the sectional
curvature satisfies -a < K < b, where a, b > 0. In particular, D
might not be convex. If ρ\ is a lower bound on the distance from D
to the interior part of the cut locus of dD as before then

vol(dD) < C{n, ρi,iM>a, b)J?{βι(n, a,ρ{)).

If we weaken the lower bound on sectional curvature to a lower bound
on Ricci curvature, -a(n — 1) < Ric, then

vol(D) <C\(n,ρ\9 a)Jt{β\{n9 a, ρ{)).

The constants depend only on the indicated quantities. Also, C above
may be taken to depend on a lower bound for SyD instead of IM and

in

in this case we can take the lower bound on curvature to be the Ricci

curvature bound —a(n — \)< Ric.

Proof. Let Γ be the region inside Z) given by

Γ={expd

±

D(rvin(p)):pedD, 0 < r < ^ } .

Now, fit as many balls 5, (ρi/4) inside Γ as possible without inter-
secting interiors and with centers a distance ρχ/4 from dD. Let
this number be N. Define p on u(dD) by p(ξ) = (ξ,ξ)ι/2 for
ξ E v{dD). Now using the fact that for points inside Γ the distance
to the boundary is given by p o expj 1 , and using the triangle inequal-
ity, we see easily that a ball of radius ρχ/4 centered at a point in D
at a distance ρ\/4 from the boundary dD is contained completely
inside Γ. It follows from the maximality of N that every point of
Γ is at most 3ρi/4 from the center of some B\. Thus, by Bishop's
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volume comparison for balls,

Note that so far we only need the lower bound on Ricci curvature.
Now by the comparison theory of [H-K] again we can find a c de-
pending only on n, ρ\, b, and a lower bound for SζD such that

in

vol(<9Z>) <c volΓ.

But now if -a is taken as a lower bound on sectional curvature then
by Lemma 2.1 we can take c to depend only on n, ρ\, zV, and α.
Hence,

Let β\(n, a, Q\) > λ\(B-a(ρι/4)). As in the proof of Theorem
2.14 we can use the Poincare minimum principle to show that

Thus, N < J?{β\(n, a, ρ{)). Finally, the above inequalities combine
to give

vόl(dD) < C{n, ρΪ9iM,a9

Now we derive the volume inequality. We only need the lower
bound on Ricci curvature. In addition to the N balls of radius ρ\/4
inside Γ, fit as many disjoint balls Bj of radius ρ\/4 inside Z>-Γ as
possible. Call this number Nf. Every point of D - Γ must be either
at a distance of not greater than ρχ/2 from the center of one of the
Bj or at a distance of not greater than ρ\/4 from Γ since otherwise
we could fit another ball of radius ρ\/4 into D - Γ. Since a point
that has distance less than or equal to ρi/4 of Γ is within a distance
ρ\ of the center one of the B\ c Γ, we see that the N + N' balls say
Bi and B\, with centers coinciding with those of the B\ and Bj but
with radii ρ\, cover D. Hence, we have

vol(Z>) < (N + N')sup{vol(Bi), vol(iζ )} < (N + Nf)

Now, arguing with the minimum principle as before, we easily obtain

Thus, as before, we can conclude that

N + N <jr{βx{n,a,ρx))
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and the above combine to give the second inequality of the theorem.
To get the final statement we simply forego the use of Lemma 2.1.

Theorems 2.16 and 2.17 below should be compared to Theorems 2.3
and 2.13. Notice that the out-radius bound R makes no appearance
in the results which follow.

THEOREM 2.16. Let M be a (possibly noncompact) complete Rie-
mannian manifold with sectional curvature K and positive injectivity
radius IM Let D be a bounded connected domain with smooth bound-
ary. Suppose also that -a < K < b, where a, b > 0. Then given
0 < δ < 1 there is a number N(δ) such that

N(δ)

-Yθl(D) <cδx'2

where N{δ) and c depend only on n9 ρ 9a9 b9 ΪM and

Also, if we are given an upper bound hi for the mean curvature
traceSζD then we may replace ρ by ρ\ and hi*

in

Proof. The proof is like that of Theorem 2.3 except that we use
Theorem 2.15 instead of Lemma 2.2. To get the final statement we
simply forego the use of Lemma 2.1(ii).

THEOREM 2.17. Let D be a bounded domain with smooth boundary
in M. Let -a be a lower bound on the sectional curvature of M and
b an upper bound for the sectional curvature of M where a, b > 0.
For any given ε > 0, there exists a constant C\g, depending upon ε,
so that: γo\(dD) is determined, up to error of order ε, by those λ,
with i < C19. The constant Q9 depends only on e9n,ρ,a9b9iM9

and JT{βλ(n, a9ρ{)).

Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 2.13 except that we
use Theorem 2.15 instead of Lemma 2.2. Also Theorem 2.16 is cited
to replace Theorem 2.3.

3. ρ\ and the geometry of convex domains. We now show how
to estimate ρ\ in terms of the geometry of M and the boundary
curvature of D. We have already used the submanifold comparison
theory found for example in [H-K], [G] and [W]. In what follows
we will need a part of these results which we now explain. Let D
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be a domain in a Riemannian manifold M of dimension n. We
assume throughout that dD is smooth and compact. Let K denote
the sectional curvature of M . If iV is any regular submanifold of
M, let π: v(N) —> JV denote the associated normal bundle. Given
a curve {: (-e, ε) -• i/(JV) with ||£(ί)|| = 1 for all ί e ( - e , ε) and
letting y = π o £, y(0) = /?, /(0) = w e Γ̂ TV we can define an
iV-Jacobi field by:

or
= d

where

A short calculation gives

where ĉ  = ξ(0). Let z/ be a unit normal field for N. In case N = dD
we agree that z/ = ^ n and for a point in question p e dD and
u G TpdD that £ be defined by <̂  = uin o γ where y is some curve
in dD with γ(0) = p and /(0) = u. Of course, the Λ/'-Jacobi fields
Y(s) depend on the choice of p and u but this will remain tacit for
notational brevity.

Let s\, s2 9 . . . , sn-\ denote the eigenvalues of Sj?. Now, according
to the comparison theory of [W] or [H-K] if we have another situation
where we are given a manifold Jί with sectional curvature Έ, a
submanifold Ή 9 and associated T7(s), 7(5), 5Z etc. then we have
the following:

I. If inΐMK > Έ and max/{5/} < min/{5/} then

and

(3.2) ^ ^

for all nonnegative s not greater than the first focal distance of N
along the curve s \-+ exp^5<^(0).

II. If Z > suρ M K and max, {ϊ, } < min, {j/} then

\\Y(s)\\ > 117
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and

(3.4) ί l o g | | 7 ( , ) | | > ^ log||7(j)| |

for all nonnegative s not greater than the first focal distance of N

along the curve s H-> exp^ sξ{Q).

Now, if exp^ is a diίfeomorphism from a neighborhood ^ in v{N)
onto ίί e Jί then for a > 0 define

Na = exp^({αz/(x) : x e N} n ̂ ) .

This is a regular submanifold of codimension 1 whenever it is non-
empty. On W define the function r = p o exp^ l^1 Here Na is just
the r = a level submanifold. The associated vector field on % is
3r = grad r. For nonempty 7Vα we have that dr\Na is a umt normal
field for Na . In this case, we also have

Ud s=a \\u\\

where
v = Y(a).

LEMMA 3.5. Let $ be a connected open set in v(N) on which
is a diffeomorphism onto %. Let Na c ^ and dr be as above. Suppose
that Na is nonempty and let L be a submanifold of codimension 1 in
% tangent to Na at q and with normal field v such that -v = dr at
q . Suppose also that L lies in the r > a part of exp^ W - Then we
have the following.

A. If

sζ;<o
then

-si < o
at q.

B. Assume that L is connected. Suppose that

So; < o

and r(p) > a for some p e L. Then there is a point q\ e L such that

{-S^w ,w)<0

for some w eTg L.
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Proof. For A we just take a normal coordinate system {x*} around
q with |̂τr = dr at q and ^ tangent to Na at q for 1 < / < n -1.
Let γ\ be a curve in Na with yj (0) = u and 72 a curve in L with
y£(0) = γ[(0) = w. Now, since the ChristofFel symbols vanish at /?,
we have

ί=0

and similarly for Sf;. Thus, the proof reduces to showing that

d2xn(γι(t))
dt2

dxn(7ι(t))

ί=0 dt
dχn(γ2(t))

t=0

and Xn(y2(0) >*"()Ί(0) for small t imply

dt
= 0,

ί = 0

> 0
ί=0

which is elementary.
Now we prove B. We have p e L with r(p) > a. Join p to q

with a smooth curve in % n L starting at # = y(0). Let ^* = y(ίo)
where ίo = sup{ί: r(γ(t)) = α} . Replacing q by <?* we then have that
r(?(0) > a f°Γ a ^ ^ s u c h that 0 < t < δ and some small δ < \. Now
replacing p by γ(t) for some t close to ίo if necessary we can join
p to q* by a unit speed geodesic γ in L (with respect to the induced
metric on L) with 7(0) = q*. If we let 70 = sup{ί: r(γ(ή) = a}
and #** = y(ί0) then r(7(ί)) > α for ί > 70 and r(^**) = α. Thus,
we see that, after making the above replacements if necessary and a
reparameterization of γ, we may assume that p is connected to q by
a unit speed geodesic in L with respect to the induced metric on L
and with y(0) = q, γ(δ) = p and r(y(ί)) > a for 0 < ί < ( 5 < ^ .

Now the hypothesis Sd

 a < 0 means that if we choose coordinates

xι, . . . , x n - 1 on Na and set xw = r - α then xι, . . . , xn give a
coordinate system on % such that Hess xn < 0, when x" = 0. Let
φ: %f -^ V c Rn denote this coordinate map . Now on a possibly
smaller neighborhood %' of q we may express L as the graph of a
function f(xι, . . . , x " " 1 ) , i.e. as the zero set of g = / - xn in M.
Let /(ί) = /(x 1 o y(ί), ... , χn~x o γ(ή). Then, since i m a g e ( γ ) c L ,
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we have f(t) = xn(γ(t)). We have

(d d\ _ d , „ n(d d

= Hess g U alj + W + H e s s x U ' a7
However, since y is a geodesic in L,

\Vg\

Thus, since xn = r - α, we have

iίliM) Hess g ( °jwess g{

Let W c c ^" be an open set with compact closure W <z%' such that
y([0, J]) C W. Let Γ1^" be the unit tangent bundle over W and
set W = φ{W). Let X be a smooth section of TλW which extends
§-t along 7. Define the function Hx = Hess r(Λf, X)oφ~ι on 2Γ.
We have

H x ( u ι , ... , u n ) = H x ( u ι , ... , u " - 1 , 0 )

for ( M 1 , . . . , M n ) € # ' .
Thus,

Hx(uι,..., un) - ^ ( M 1 , . . . , M"-1 , 0) < Cun,

where C is independent of (M1 , . . . , un) € W. In fact,
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We have
Hx{uλ, ... , un~ι, 0) = Hess r(X9X)<0.

Consequently, if uι = xι(γ(ή), ... , un = xΛ(y(ί)) and ΛΓ = ^ then

,..., ^(7(0))= Hess r(Jt,^

< Cxn(γ(ή) = Cf[t).

Thus we have

Now by choosing δ smaller if necessary we can assume that

since df\γ^ = 0, because L and Na are tangent at p. Thus it
remains to show that f"(t) - Cf(t) > 0 for some t with

0<t<δ<l.
2

We may assume C = 1 since we can replace f{t) by f(VC-ιt) if
necessary. Now, with the aim of reaching a contradiction assume that

fit) < f{t)

for all t, 0 < ί < δ < \. Note that /(0) = /'(0) = 0 since L and
Na are tangent at p .

Let to G (0, δ). By the mean value theorem there is a ί* € (0, ίo)
so that

= Ah) - /(Q)
to to

Note that f(to)>Oby our choice of γ and δ. By another application
of the mean value theorem there is a t\ with 0 < t\ < t* < to so that
from above we have

f«ίf Λ - A'*) - Ah)

J v*u — —~μ— — —pη.—

Our assumption, and the fact that t*, t0 < δ < A , gives

Repeat this procedure with t\ replacing ίo to get a h<t\ with

Ah) > 4/( ί 0 ) .
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Continuing this procedure gives

f(tk) > 2kf(t0).

This is a contradiction since the continuity of / on [0, δ] implies that
/ is uniformly bounded. Thus we conclude that f"{t') - Cf(f) > 0
for some t1 e (0, δ). This together with our previous computations
implies that

°<"~ >{§•,<$
But

is just \Vg\(S£ω9 ω) where ω = 7*^1^) and v = ^ , and Lemma
3.5 holds.

In the following we establish some notation and record some facts
to be used later.

3.6. Using the notation of the beginning of the section where the
comparison theory was described, consider the case in which M =
Sn(A=) and Έ = dBr, where Br is a proper geodesic ball of radius
r. We use the inward normal 17. Then, for any ξ(t) as above, and
for 0 < s < r < π/Vb9 we have

117(5)11 = s i 5
\\U(s)\\ sin Vb

and

^ | | = -\fb

3.7. Take Λf = Ή.la the hyperbolic space of constant curvature
-a. Let H""1 denote a totally geodesic submanifold of W_a and let
N = Pr where

1

Take V to point toward W_a

ι i.e. let

tv{p)

where q = exρ±"fl ri/(p). By symmetry, it suffices to take n = 2 and
use coordinates x, y with metric

= dx1
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We can take W!Γa

x = {x = 0} and Pr = {x = r). An easy computation
in these coordinates gives for 0 < s < r,

=

\\U{s)\\
^ log ||7(j)|| = - V« tanh(V5(r - s)).

3.8. Now let r, %, %, ι/, iV, # Q ^ 0 etc. be as in the paragraph
before Lemma 3.5. Suppose that the ambient manifold M has non-
negative sectional curvature. Then Sf? < 0 implies Sd

 a < 0 (recall
that a > 0). To prove this, we can use the comparison theory quoted
above with the choices ξ(t) = v o γ(ή, Ή = R""1 x R = Rπ and
N = R ^ 1 x {0} c l " . W e use (3.2) and the fact that

where v can be made equal to any element of TNa by an appropriate
choice of γ(t). We also use that in this case the right-hand side of
(3.2) will be zero.

3.9. We make the following definitions

^f^- l f O < / C i < v ^ 5

oc if KΓI > \fa > 0,

arccot^) if 6 > 0 , K2 > 0 ,

-f if 6 = 0 , κ 2 > 0 ,
π if b > 0, κ2 = 0,

G{κ2,b)=\

oo if b = κ-> = 0 .

Here our convention is that 0 < arccot^/λ/δ) < π/2. Also, G{. 5 . ) :
R+xR+ —• R is continuous, where R+ is the nonnegative real numbers
and R is the extended real numbers.

3.10. If N is a compact manifold and τ : iV —• N is an isometric
involution without fixed points then τ can be extended to [0, so] x N
by τ(s,x) = (SQ - s,τ(x)). This action also has no fixed points
and so the group of 2 elements generated by τ acts by isometries on
[0, So] x N. This action gives a quotient manifold with boundary
which we denote by iVτ>5o.
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Theorems 3.11 and 3.22 below allow us to replace ρ\ in the spectral
results of §2 by K\ and κ2 in some cases. If the hypothesis of Theorem
3.22(ii) below holds ρ\ can be replaced by boundary curvature bounds
κ2 and λ\. Note that although most results in §2 use both ρ\ and
ρ2, the number ρ2 was bounded for weakly convex domains in [D-L].

THEOREM 3.11. Let D be a boundary-convex domain in a Riemann-
ian manifold M. Suppose that dD is smooth and compact Let K be
the sectional curvature of M.

(i) If for κχ,κ2i a, b>0 we have

in

and
-a<K<b

then {r,p) »-* exp^ rvm(p) is a diffeomorphίsm on (0, r*)xdD where

r* = minl i^ ! , a), G{κ2, b)}.

(ii) If 0 < -S™ < κ2 and 0 < K < b then one of the following

holds:
(a) (r, p) H* e x p ^ rv-m{p) is a diffeomorphism on (0, G(κ2, b)) x

dD or
(b) There is an isometric involution τ of dD without fixed points

such that D is isometric to dDτ,So where s0 < 2G(κ2, b).

Proof of Theorem 3.11. We will need several lemmas during the
proof the first of which is

LEMMA 3.12. The map (r,p)t-+ e x p ^ rvin(p) is a local diffeomor-
phism on (0, RQ) x dD where Ro = G(κ2, b) and 0 < κ2.

First we assume b > 0 and κ2 > 0. Let Ro = a r c c o t ^ / ^ ) . i n .

voke the comparison theory mentioned above with the choices Λf =
5 n (4=), TV = dBRo and V inward. Here BRQ is a geodesic ball of

radius RQ in Sn(-π). We have

and ^ = /? so that (3.3) holds and gives

117(5)11 > | |7(j)|| =smVb(R0-s)

\\U(s)\\ - | | i/() | | i ^ i ?
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for 0 < s < Ro. Now since \\Y(s)\\ = \\d expd

±

D U(s)\\ and d e x p ^ is
already nonsingular in the radial direction we conclude that d e x p ^
is nonsingular at any ξ e v(dD) with ξ = ruin(x) as long as 0 <
r < RQ . By the inverse function theorem, exp^D is a diffeomorphism
on some neighborhood of any such point. The cases where b = 0 or
κ2 = 0 follow by continuity of G.

We now show that (i) of the theorem holds. Using Lemma 3.12
above we will show next, as an intermediate result, that each segment
Sx given by the image of

r H-> expd

±

D ruin(x), 0 < r < n,

does not intersect dD. Note the strict inequalities for r above. We
start by noticing that the set F = ( e x p ^ ) " 1 ^ ^ ) is closed and con-
tains the zero section of v{dD) as a union of connected components.
Let JFO be this union and let F\ be the part of F - FQ contained
in the uin component(s) of v(dD) — FQ . Now on v(dD) we have a
smooth function p given by p(ξ) = | |^| | . Let p\F take a minimum
value at some ξ\ e F\ c v(dD). Now if p(ξ\) = a\ > r* we have our
intermediate result. We will show that the assumption a\ < r* leads
to a contradiction.

From Lemma 3.12, there is a small ball Bξ (δ) = B containing

ξ\ as its center so that e x p ^ | ~ is a diffeomorphism onto its image

say % c M. Under this diffeomorphism B n F\ maps to % n dD.
By taking B smaller if necessary we can guarantee that B n FQ =
0 . Now, since at ξ\ the function /? restricted to F\ achieves the
minimum p(ζ\) = a\ < r*, we must have that at q = e x p ^ f t ,
/? o (exp^ \g)~ι\#ndD = r|^nd£> a c h i e v e s tite minimum αi and so
% n <9Z> is tangent with Naι (defined before where here N = dD and
% = 5 ) at <? and every point p e % ΠdD has r{p) > a{. Let dr

be the vector field associated with r on ^ . Then at # we must have
either

dr\q = "in(q) or dr\q = -vin(q).

In the first case we see that for t a little smaller than a\ the point
exp^^ i n(/?*) is contained in M -D where /?* = π(ξ\) e dD. This
means that exp^Dίz/in(/7*) must have crossed dD for some 0 < t <
QL\ contradicting the minimality of p occurring at ζ\. Thus, dr =
-^inίίO We will use the comparison theory again to show that

(3.13) (sζ*Xq,Xq)<0
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for Xq e TqNaχ = Tq(% ndD). This together with Lemma 3.5A
implies (S$DXq, Xq) > 0 contradicting our hypothesis that SζD < 0.
This then implies the desired intermediate result.

Claim. (3.13) holds i.e.

for any v e TqNa{.

rr-^ < 0

Proof of Claim. We can arrange that ξ(t) (see the first paragraph of
§3) is chosen so that

( S " )

We will need to show that

First assume a > 0. Use the comparison theory with M = EC a , Pr

and V as above (see 3.7), where we now let

1 / K*

ΓQ = —= arctanh ( —?=

and κ\ < min(v^ ? K\}.
We have that

S-r° = -x/^tanhx/αro = -κ\ > -κx >

and, since Z = -a < K, we have that (3.2) holds and gives

j - s log || Y(s)|| < -y/a tanhv^(r 0 - J) < 0

for 0 < 5 < min{G(/C2, b), r 0 } . We have that min{G(κ:2, b), ΓQ} -*
r* as κ\ —> minlv/ά, κ:i} and so we may choose κ\ so that a\ <
min{G(κ2, b)9 ΓQ}. The claim for a > 0 now follows by letting
κ\ —• min(v^ ? κ:i}. The case Λ = 0 is proven similarly by using
the comparison theory with W1 instead of WLa and a sphere of ra-
dius l/κ\ instead of PΓQ .

We now have the intermediate result that the segments 5^ described
above are contained in D. This implies that Lr given by the image
of dD under

x \-^ exp^D rv m(x)

for 0 < r < r* is contained in D (and does not intersect dD).
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Now we are in a position to show that (r9p) —• e x p ^ rv m(P) is
one to one on (0, r#) x 5Z). This fails if there exists a point p, and
2̂ > f 1

or points P\φp2 with

= expiz>r2i/in(p2).

We can reduce to the case where r\<r2. To see this consider the case
where P\φ p2 and τ\— r2. In case the two geodesic segments con-
necting p\ and p2 to /?3 = exp^rii/in(^i) = exp^° r2vm{p2) do not
meet tangentially or antitangentially then we may extend the segment

to a slightly longer geodesic segment say P2P4 of length r2 + e.
Because ψ\Pl and ^3^4 meet with an angle other than 0 or π the
usual corner cutting argument shows that r5 = dist(/?4, dD) <rχ+ε.
Thus, if we choose a point p5 in dD a distance r5 from /?4 then
we can consider the segments pϊpj and pjpj as our replacements. In
other words, since r5 < r2 + ε we just replace p\ by p$, 2̂ by r2 + ε,
and ri by r 5 .

In case pϊ^J and P2P3 meet antitangentially the reduction is trivial,
we just extend pϊpϊ slightly. If pϊpj and ψϊpl meet tangentially then
τ\ = r2 forces ^1 =^2 by uniqueness of geodesies with equal tangents.

Thus, all we need to do is show that assuming

(3.14) exp± rxvin(pχ) = expd

±

D r2vin(p2), r{ < r2 < r*,

leads to a contradiction . We proceed with this assumption.
Consider the set LVl in v{dD) given by

Lr2 = {ζe v{dD): ξ = r2uin(x), x e dD}.

Define LΓl and LVi by LVi = exp^D(Zr2) and

i ^ ) " 1 ^ n {rvm{p): r > 0, pe dD}.

Since dD is compact and LYi is closed without intersecting the zero
section F$, we see that p\~ must achieve a minimum c*2 at some ξ €

Lr2 which must have a2 = p(ξ) < r\ since (3.14) holds. Let % be a
small neighborhood of £ such that e x p ^ \~ is a diffeomorphism onto

% <ZD. Then r = /> o e x p ^ l^1 constrained to Sr = e x p ^ ( ^ n Lr)
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achieves a minimum at the point q = exp± ζ. Now, by our definition

of Lr2 and Sr2 there must be a ξ* e LYi with q = exρ± ζ* and for

some small neighborhood V of £* the restricted map exp^° |— is a

diίfeomorphism onto an open set V. Define a function r1 on V by

rf = po Qxpd

±

D [-1 . Notice that <? e F and rf(q) = r2. Thus, we have

an r2 level set for the function r' in V which we denote by N'r .

We have that q e e x p ^ ( F n Zr2) = iV/ c SV2. Hence, r N> achieves

a minimum a2 at <? € JVJ and so JV/ must lie in the part of ^
corresponding to values of r greater than or equal to a2 < r\. Thus,
we once again have two submanifolds tangent at a point q. Namely,
the r level set NΆi and the r1 level set N'r . The submanifold TV/ lies
on the side of Nai corresponding to r > a2. Nai has an associated
normal dr and iV/ has normal field dr> = grad rf. Now, if dr> = dr

at ^ then the two geodesies

t »-> exp± ίi/in(π(ί*)), 0 < t < r2,

and

t ^ exp± ίi/in(π(<f)), 0 < t < a2,

are tangent at q = exρ± ^2z/in(7Γ(ί)) = eχPj_ ^2^in(i*) But? by unique-
ness of geodesies with equal tangents and the fact that r2 > r\ > a2,
the geodesic t »-> exp^ tv m{π{ζ*)), 0 < t < r2, must hit dD at π(ξ)
for t with 0 < t < r2, a contradiction of the intermediate result
obtained in the first part of the proof since r2 < r*. Now, the case
dr> = -dr is impossible since by (3.13) and Lemma 3.5A (choose

v = dr> and L = N'r) we would have SdJ > 0. But (3.13) applies to
N'

N'r also so that SdJ < 0, a contradiction. Thus (3.14) cannot hold

and this completes the proof of (i).

The following elementary lemma plays a crucial role in the proof
of Theorem 3.11(ii).

LEMMA 3.15. Let (dD)0 be a connected component of dD and let
Da be the band in v{dD) given by

Da = {rviniP) : P e (dD)0, 0 < r < a}.

Suppose that e x p ^ is a local dijfeomorphism on Da> If e x p ^ maps

dba into dD and interior(Z)α) into interior(Z)) then in fact
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expd

±

D(Da) = D. In particular dD has at most 2 connected com-
ponents.

Proof. Give D the relative topology inherited from M. We show
that Qxp^_D(Da) is open and closed in this topology. exp^(A*) is
closed since Da is compact and e x p ^ is continuous. Let x e
exρd

±

D(Da). We show that exp^A* contains an open neighborhood
of x in the D relative topology. If x is interior to D then for
p G ( e x p ^ ) " 1 ^ ) it must be that p is interior to Da since otherwise
our hypotheses guarantee that x e dD. Thus we can find an open
neighborhood O c interior(Da) containing p so that e x p ^ | 0 is a
diffeomorphism. Thus, since exp^(O) c interior(D), we see that
expj^(O) is a Z)-open set containing x and contained in Qxp^D(Da).
Now, if x G dD then p G (exp^ \~ )~ι(x) is in dDa and we can

find an open set 0 containing p on which e x p ^ is a diffeomor-
phism. Our hypotheses and continuity guarantee that for small O',
x G Qxpd

±

D(σ n Da) = expd

±

D(σ) n D.

Proof of (ii). Once again we have that p\F achieves a minimum.
Call this minimum value a\ as before. The proof of (ii) is similar to
but more difficult than that of (i) above. The program will be first to
strive to prove the intermediate result that the geodesic segments Sx

given by
r H-> e x p ^ rvm{x), 0 < r < Ro,

do not intersect dD for any x e dD. Note that now the segments
Sx have length RQ = G(κ2, b). Secondly we strive to show that

(r, p) H+ e x p ^ ruin(p)

is one to one on (0, Ro)xdD. That this map is a local diffeomorphism
was proved in Lemma 3.12. We shall see that the only case in which
we shall not be able to carry this program out is if the domain D has
the structure described in (iib) of the statement of the theorem.

Let A be the set of points ξ e F\ such that p(ξ) = cq . We have
two cases, namely π(A) φ dD and π(A) = dD.

Case I. n{A)φdD.

We shall prove that in this case (iia) holds. We first prove the inter-
mediate result that the segments Sx described above do not intersect
dD.
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LEMMA 3.16. π(A) Φ dD and a\ < i?o implies π(A) has boundary
points in dD, where dD has the relative topology inherited from M.

The set A is compact since it is closed and dD is compact. By
continuity π(A) is compact and therefore closed in the Hausdorff
space dD. We wish to show that in the case at hand π{A) cannot
also be open (in the induced topology on dD). To this end let us
assume that π{A) is open and seek a contradiction. We are assuming
aι<R0.

Since π(A) is open and closed, we must have that n{A) contains
a connected component of dD say (dD)o. If dD were connected
so that (dD)o = dD we would be in Case II; dD = π(A). However,
even if d D is not connected, we can use the connectedness of D to
show that {dD)0 c π(A) implies π(A) = dD (Case II). This is a
contradiction since we are in Case I. We have (ΘD)Q C n{A). The
definition of A implies that the set Aa{ defined by

χ : P e (dD)0 c π(A)}

is contained in F\. Identify dD with its image in u(dD) under the

zero section. With this notation, we have that Aaι is diίfeomorphic

to (dD)o and Aaχ U (dD)0 forms the boundary of Z>Qi, where

Daι={rvin(p):pe(dD)o, 0<r<a{}.

Since a\ < i?o> Lemmas 3.12 and 3.15 imply that

Let x G dD. The above considerations show that we can find ξ e

(dD)0UAaι with expd

±

Dζ = x. If ζ e (dD)0 then since (dD)0 c π(^)

we have x € π(^t). If ξ e -ίttl then by the definition of ^ and the

established fact Aa c Fi we see that there is a geodesic of length a\

connecting π(ξ) e dD to expd

±

Dξ e dD, given by

By the Gauss lemma and the fact that A0Lχ c F\, we see that this
geodesic meets dD perpendicularly. Also, since αi is a minimum o£
p on Fγ and e x p ^ preserves radial distance the above geodesic can
only meet dD at its endpoints. But this means that x = e x p ^ ^ must
also be in π(A). In fact, the geodesic /1-+ e x p ^ tuin(x), 0 < t < a\,
is just the reverse of the former geodesic and we see that OL\vm(x) e A
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and so x e π(A). Summarizing what we have done so far, we have
shown that π(A) open in dD implies dD = n{A) unless αi > RQ.
Since we are in Case I, we conclude that in this case a\ < RQ is
impossible unless π(A) has boundary points in the relative topology
on dD. This proves Lemma 3.16.

Next we shall see even π(A) having boundary points in dD is, in
Case I, incompatible with a\ < RQ SO that in Case I, a\ > RQ and
we will have our intermediate result. We continue to assume a\ < RQ
and will once again reach a contradiction. Let XQ€ dD be a bound-
ary point of π(A) c dD. Let ξ = aιvin(x0). Let & c v{dD) be
a connected open neighborhood of ξ such that e x p ^ | ~ is a diffeo-
morphism onto a (connected) neighborhood & of q = e x p ^ ζ. We
define r = p o (exp^D \^)~ι on %. Now under this diffeomorphism

F i Π ^ maps onto dD n ^ and (ZOi n£ί,ξ) maps onto the pair
(ΛQJ 5 <?) where 7VQi c Lα i is the level r = a\ submanifold as before.
Since the minimum of r\dD ^ occurs at q (because ζ € A) we must
have

Also, just as in the proof of part (i) of the theorem dr = —i^ at
q. Now π is a submersion with dπ an isomorphism when restricted
to Tξ(F{ n&) = Tζ{Laχ n&). It follows, after taking W smaller if
necessary, that π\Fn£ a diffeomorphism onto its image W c dD

where x0 e W. Now since XQ is a boundary point of π(A), there
must be a point XQ G 3Γ with xr

0 φ n(A). This implies that ξ' =

I m u s t s a t i s f y P(£) > α i τ h u s t h e p o i n t p = Qχρ±Dζ'e

must satisfy r(p) > a\. Hence we are in a position to apply
(3.8) and Lemma 3.5B to conclude that there exists q\ e dDn%/ and
w € TqdD with {—SyDw, w) < 0. This contradicts our hypothesis
on the curvature of the boundary and so we are forced to conclude
that, in Case I, we must have a\ > i?o = G{κι, b). This implies the
intermediate result in this case.

Next we show that, in Case I, the map (r,p) ι-+ expd

±

Drvin(p) is
one to one on (0, Ro) x dD. Arguing as in the proof of (i), we see
that we just need to show that assuming

(3.17) expiD Γii/inίpi) = e x p ^ r2uin{p2), rx < r2 < Ro,

leads to a contradiction. As before, we consider the sets LTi, LΓi,

and Lr2. With Lr2 = ( e x p ^ ) " 1 ! ^ c v{dD) as before we still have
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Lr2 nFo = 0 where Fo is the zero section of v(dD) (identified with
dD). Now p\~ achieves a minimum which we again call a2. Let

A1 be the set of points ζ e Lr2 for which p(ξ) = c*2. Now π(A') is
closed. If n(A') is also open then (ΘD)Q C π(-4'), where {ΘD)Q is a
connected component of dD. Assume then that this is the case. Then
we see that the set

A1 = {a2vin(x) : x e (dD)0}

is contained in LYi and hence e x p ^ A! c LVi. Also, we have seen in
the proof of (i) that we have, for all x e (dD)o,

where ξ* € Lr2 and exp^° ί* = ^ as before. Thus we have the fol-
lowing fact:

Fact 3.18. For any x e (dD)0 the geodesic

γ : ί H-> e x p ^ ^ i n ( x ) , 0 < ί < a2 + r2,

connects x e n(A') to dD and is perpendicular to dD at its end-
points.

The above geodesic never intersects dD for 0 < t < a2 + r2 by
the intermediate result since a2, r2 < Ro. Thus it must be that a2 +
r2 > QL\. In particular a\ < 2RQ. Let us agree to denote a2 + r2

by c*3. Notice that since (dD)o c n(A') the number a?> = α2 + r2

is independent of our choice of x € (dD)o, the starting point of
the above geodesic. Thus (r, p) «-> e x p ^ ri/in(p) maps the boundary
(resp. interior) of [0, a^] x (<9Z>)o into the boundary (resp. interior)
of D. Now apply the following lemma, with a = #3 and £/ = (<9Z>)o.

Let

) = inf{ί:

LEMMA 3.19. If U is an open subset of dD contained in {x e dD :
= a}, α < 2i?0
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is perpendicular to dD for all x e U then (r, p) »-• e x p ^ ruin(p) is
a local dijfeomorphism on [0, a] x U.

Proof. It suffices to show that if £ = rviri{p) for some p e U and
0 < r < a then d e x p ^ L is a linear isomorphism. Since d exp^D

is always nonsingular in the radial direction we just need to show for
any curve ξ(ή in v(dD), \\ξ(t)\\ = constant <a, v = £ζ(ή\t=0 φ 0
and ξ(0) = ξ inward that

dexpd

±

D\ξυ φQ.

Consider the curve θ{t) in dD given by π(ζ(ή). Let θ{t) =
exp^jDαι/jn(θ(/)). Notice that θ(ί) is a curve in 92). Since the
geodesic

t ^ expiD tvin(x)

where 0 < / < a, is normal to dD at both end points, we can consider
the reverse geodesic and we have

(3.20) expf svin(θ(t)) = expiD(a-s)vin(θ(t))

From this we see that expd

±

D avin(θ(ή) = θ(ή. Hence, 0'(O) Φ 0 =»
0;(O) ^ 0. Let 7(j) be the 92)-Jacobi field given by

and let Y(s) be given by

Then from (3.20), we have Ϋ(a - s) = Y{s). Now d expd

±

D Lv =
Y(r3) where r3 = \ξ\. If r3 < α/2 (< Ro) then by (3.12), 7 ( r 3 ) φθ.
If 3̂ > α/2 then a - r3 < RQ and so

since

Ϋ(a - r3) = ^

and θ'(0) Φ 0. This proves the lemma.

In particular, we have, in the present case, that

(r, p) ^ cxpd

±

D ruin(p)
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is a local diίfeomorphism from [0, α 3] x (dD)0 into D. From this
and the comment just before Lemma 3.19, we see that Lemma 3.15
can be applied to conclude that

n^Q?) : (r, p) e [0, α3] x (dD)0} = D.

But this implies that in fact α 3 = a\. It follows as before that

π(A) = dD

which is Case II. Since we are in Case I, we are led to conclude that
π(Af) is not open in dD and thus contains a boundary point. Thus,
arguing as in the paragraph before (3.17), once again we are in a
position to use (3.8) and Lemma 3.5B to reach a contradiction. Thus
(r9p)*-> e x p ^ ruin(p) is a diffeomorphism on (0, RQ) x dD.

Case II. π(A) = dD.

LEMMA 3.21. In case π(A) = dD if a\ > 2RQ then (r,p) H+

rv m(p) is a diffeomorphism on [0, RQ) X dD.

Proof. We already have the local diffeomorphism property by 3.12
so it suffices to show that the map is one to one. We once again show
that (3.17) leads to a contradiction if r2 < RQ. This time it is much

easier. Let LYi, LYi, and LYi be defined as before. If p\~ achieves

the minimum a2 at say ξ then the geodesic t κ-+ e x p ^ tv^x), 0 <
t < oί2 + r2 with x = π(ξ) meets dD for the first time at t = a2 + r2 .
However a2 + r2 < 2i?o < a\ a contradiction to the meaning of α i .

We must finally consider the case π(A) = dD and a\ < 2RQ . This
is the only case where the conclusions of (iia) of the theorem have not
been shown to hold. It is this situation in fact where (iib) holds.

Let r3 = ^ - ε and r2 = ^ + ε for some ε, where 0 < ε <
(2R0 - a\)/2. Then r^ + r2 = a\ and r3 < r2 < RQ . We may choose

ε small enough so that r 3 , r2 > 0. Let LYi be as before and consider

the minimum a2 of p on LYi. Clearly, a2 < r2 < RQ . The distance
from p = exp^f^inC*) to dD, for any x G 5Z>, is (by assumption)
less than or equal to r 3 . Thus we see, by considering a geodesic from
p to dD whose length realizes this distance, that in fact a2 < r3 < r2.

Let this minimum occur at some point ζ e LYi. Then arguing in a
manner similar to the paragraph of 3.14, we see that the geodesic
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0 < t < a2 + r2 , meets dD for the first time when t = a2 + r2 and is
normal to dD there. Hence, a2 = r3 since we must have a2+r2 = a\.
Let x G dD. By assumption the geodesic,

0 < t < OL\ , hits 3D only at its end points. Consider the point p e D
given by p = e x p ^ r2vin(x). Let q edD be a closest point of dD to
p and let r = dist(/?, dD). Since αi = r3 + r2 we have that r < r3 so
that in particular q Φ x. On the other hand since a2 = r3 we must
have r3 < r and thus r = r^. But r is the distance from p to dD
and this implies that the geodesic segment t ^ e x p ^ ^in( ̂ ) > ̂ 2 ^
ί < Γβ + Γ2 ? hits OD normally. This means that the geodesic segment
t H+ e x p ^ tv^{x) ? 0 < / < α i = r 3 + r 2 , hits dD normally at both end
points. Since x was an arbitrary point in dD, we can apply Lemma
3.19 to get that (r ,/?)—• e x p ^ ruin(p) is a local diffeomorphism from
[0, a\] x dD onto Z). Next we show that this map is a local isometry.

By the Gauss lemma, it suffices to show that for all v eTpdD, we
have

where Y(r) = ^exp^πy i n (0(O) | , = o and 0'(O) = v . As in the proof

of Lemma 3.18 we define θ and Y by

and

Notice that since we are in Case II, θ(t) e dD. We can use the
comparison theory with Ή = Rn , ~N = Rn~ι c K " to conclude, using
(3.2), that

2(Y'(s),Y(s))_d 2

\\Y(sψ -dm\\r{s)\\

i.e.

However a similar statement is true for Y. We have Ϋ(a\ -s) = Y(s)
and

0 > ^ (Y(s), Y(s)) = ^ ( f (α! - j), Ϋ(ax - s))
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Thus £\\Y(s)\\2 = 0, for 0 < s < ax. And \\Y(s)\\ = | |7(0)| | = |M|
for 0 < s < a\. Thus (r, p) H+ e x p ^ rv m(p) is a local isometry on

[0, α j x dD. Define a map τ : dD —> dD by p ι-
This is clearly a local isometry, even more, it is one to one and hence
an isometry. In fact, it is clear that τ is an involution and hence
one to one. We can extend τ to an isometry of [0, a\] x dD by
τ(r, p) = (a\ - r, τ(p)). This action is free. Q = [0, a\] x dD/(τ)
is the quotient manifold (with boundary). It is clear that the map
Q κ 5 induced by (r, /?) κ+ e x p ^ π ^ / ? ) is a local isometry. We
just need to show that Q-+ D is 1-1. Notice that Q is compact and
so Q —> Z) is a covering space with a finite number of sheets . Let this
number be k. Thus volβ = kvolD as well as vol<9Q = kvoldD.
However, it is clear from our construction that dQ is isometric to dD
and so vol<9(? = woldD. It follows that k = 1. This is equivalent to
Q-+D being one to one. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.11.

THEOREM 3.22. Let D bea boundary-convex domain in aRiemann-
ian manifold M. Assume that dD is compact and smooth. Assume
0 < -SlD < κ2 and 0 < K < b. We then have the following

in

(i) If one o / ( a ) , (b) or (c) below holds then {r,p)^ e x p ^ ruin(p)

is a diffeomorphism on ( 0 , G(K2, b)) x dD.

(a) K > 0 on all 2-planes in TqD, for some point q eD.

(b) 0 φ SlD at some point in dD.
in

(c) M has no compact totally geodesic submanifolds.
(ii) If there is a point p e dD such that the ball of radius R\

centered at εxp^_D R\Vin(p) is contained in D then

(r, p) γ-+ expd

±

D rvin(p)

is a diffeomorphism on (0, min{G(κ:2, b), R\}) x dD.

Notice that we may take R\ to be any number less than the in-
radius of D. In case D is boundary convex we have, by a standard
result [L-Y], that the in-radius is greater than JL— so in this case

we may take R\ to be this number. This fact is relevant if one applies
these results to the inverse spectral project of §2.

Proof. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.11 (ii) hold. Now (a), (b) of
(c) exclude the possibility that Z) = dDτ>SQ and so the conclusions of
Theorem 3.11(iia) hold. Thus (i) holds. For (ii) notice that even in
case Z) = dDτ^o holds we must have R\ < ty and the result follows
easily.
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COROLLARY 3.23. Let p e dD and let po = exp^ sou^fβ). Let
B(Po> so) denote the geodesic ball of radius so and center /?0 The
number so need not be less than the injectivity radius of M. If the
hypotheses of Theorem 3.11 (i) hold then B(p0, s0) c I) // s0 < f*.
If the hypotheses of Theorem 3.11 (ii) hold, and D Φ dDτ,s for any
s < 2G(κ2, b) and any τ, then B(p0, s0) c D with s0 = G(κ2, b).
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